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FDIME Main activities

- offers ESIM Bursaries
- organizes with EFIM the Clinical Research Seminar
- Supports YI exchange program
- Supports poster prizes at ECIM
- Supports Research with annual grants
  - for the study of rare diseases
    - for clinical research in Internal Medicine
Research Grants

• Partners / Sponsors
  • Association AEMO,
  • Association REMI
• Grants attributed to
  – 2014  Dr Aguiar  Port
  – 2015  Dr Guillet  Fr
  – 2016  Dr Cavalli  It and Dr Samson  Fr
  – 2017
    – Dr Moulis  Fr, auto immune thrombocytopenia
    – Dr Biskup  Swit, breast cancer in men
Clinical Research Seminar

• From 2 to 4 July 2018
• In Paris

• All expenses covered by the Foundation

• 20 applicants
• 14 accepted
  – 8 countries
  – average 29 y

NO SPONSOR THIS YEAR
Clinical Research Seminar topics

- Protection of persons in clinical research
- A patient’s representative point of view
- How to deal with sample size and power
- Clinical epidemiology
- News designs in clinical trials
- How to build a clinical trial
- Key cardio-vascular outcomes Trials
- Research in rare diseases
Clinical Research Seminar topics

• Genetic research in Iceland
• Analyzing a clinical paper
• High yield tips in grant application writing
• Publishing your results
• Round table session moderated by a YI

• Short presentations of their own experience by all residents
Clinical Research Seminar

• Evaluations by residents
  – Speakers
    • 3,50 to 3,92 (max 4)
  – Course
    • Structure 3,81
    • Content 3,84
    • Organization 3,73
2017-18 FDIME bursaries

• **ESIM Winter School**
  – Dr. Andra Peksa (Latvia)
  – Dr. Marek Felsoci (Slovakia)

• **ESIM Summer School**
  – Dr. Veronika Madesova (Latvia)
  – Dr. Samar Derbal (Tunisia)

• **Exchange program**

• **Posters prizes**